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"'ear Albert,
You have probably heard by this time that the commish has finally

come thru so I am deprived of the pleasure of telling you myself. Bob

V. stopped by the morning after and has no doubt told you of the manic

state Virgia and I were in. However he had also the big news that you

were a major in utero, a rumor which seems to have been circulating a-

round here for some time. Congratulations.
Outside of routine serology on the specimens sent into the lab I have

found time to try the preparation of some p~lyvalent antigens to be used

in the complemer~-f~tion test. So far I have made two, one with EEE and

\:EE, a second v,ith Jap. B.,\iest Nile and S.L.E.Each will react specificaly

with homologous specific immune serum from pigs or hamsters and they dry

beautifully. on the lyovac. The secret of success was to prepare the

mouse brain suspensions in half or one fourth no~nal saline depending

on the number of antigens mixed, lyophilize, then reconstitute to one

half or one fourth the original volume which results in normal salt con-

centrations. It means that one can do screening tests for these viruses

in one jump. We have still to find out hOH well they will !jeep and we

have only run a few positive human sera agin them so far.
I am also in the midst of trying to find out vhet.her- antigen dilution

or serum dilution proceedures are more sensitive in the fixation test. There

is reason to believe that hw~ and guinea pig immune sera behave differently
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against the same virus when tested by antigen dilution but not by serum dil.

Virginia is working very hard in the Tropical Medicine Distributing Center.

The man in charge , Col. Mackie,seems to find her a great help. I imagine

that you already know Mackie from N.Y. Cox stopped in on his way thru and

said that he had met you at the Institute. Hammon is here and hangs around

the virus lab a good deal. He seems to be a fine fellow and quite an ento~

ologist. This pla~e seems to be something of a way station for most of the

virus people passing thru to\vn, Lord knows why although much that I might

say about it now becomes treasonable.

\~e hope to come back to Cincinnati sometime in March lor a visit if I can

manage to get leave. Probably early in the month. Till then the best of

luck and 'wewoul.d like to hear about the state of the lab if you get tLue ,

which ~ am very pessimisLic about,

.>
P. S. The stuff 1 learned with you is worth a grea~ deal doom here. There

is one hell of a lot of army arbeit \,hich tells nobody nothing performed here

Lar-ge Iy because the men in charge of it have had no training in virus methods.


